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Sun’s shining
on new tour

SERVANT SUN
WHO: Andrew McDonald (vocals), Ronald
O’Kane (guitar), Colin Nicol (guitar), Will Keogh
(bass), Will O’Brien (drums).
WHERE:Glasgow.
FOR FANS OF: Deftones, Biffy Clyro, Incubus.
JIM SAYS: Glasgow outfit Servant Sun cer-
tainly know how to rock, but melody is key to
the strength of their songs.

The band’s second EP Hundred Waves
weaves between full-on metal with screaming
vocals and more delicate moments.

Just as you digest one style, each song
develops in a different direction. Servant
Sun can’t be accused of being
stuck in a rut.

Drummer Will O’Brien said:
“Servant Sun is always developing
to be honest. We cannot sit still.

“We are in a hotel in Coventry
right now discussing life after the
EP release and where we go from
there. The new EP is a snapshot of

where we have been as a band and perhaps
hints of where we are going.

“We love that we don’t fit in anywhere. It
keeps things interesting.”

Currently co-headlining with London band
Derange, Servant Sun return home tomorrow
night for an EP launch show at Audio in Glas-
gow. Will added: “People have a pre-conceived
notion of what we will sound like and we enjoy
messing with them a little bit.”

After these dates with Derange, Servant Sun
conclude their tour next week with further
Scottish dates. Catch them Wednesday, April
21, at the Green Room in Perth, followed by

Kilmarnock’s The Tackety Bit (22)
and Monty’s in Dunfermline (23).
The Hundred Waves EP is
released today.
MORE: facebook.com/servant-
sun
lJim presents a weekly showcase of
New Music on Amazing Radio Sundays
2-4pm.
amazingradio.com & jimgellatly.com
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THE ENEMY are calling itquits — somake sure youcatch their farewell gig.They’re from Coventry, buthave always been receivedlike one of our own up here.Superb indie tunes cou-pled with bags of attitude—but they’re hanging it up.The last date of their finaltour is at Glasgow’s O2 ABCon September 26.Tickets will go fast. Youhave been warned. Go tofacebook.com/theenemy

CHANNEL island Guernseyisn’t exactly known forknocking out cutting-edgetunes.
But Alex Crossan, betterknown as Mura Masa, is fly-ing the flag with pride.New single What If I Go? isa class pre-summer banger.It’s got steel drums, hornsand distorted vocals allcrammed in there.Watch the video for itnow at facebook.com/MuramasaMusic

Rock of sages: Vant
mixmusic and politics

ROCKERS Vant refuse to
drop their high-brow polit-
ical views in a bid to
appeal to the masses.

The four guys reckon they are
building their own fanbase as
they climb the charts with songs
on subjects such as climate
change and war.

Frontman Mattie Vant said: “I don’t
see myself as being from the UK — I
see myself as belonging to the
planet.

“The only reason England is called
England or Scotland is called Scot-
land is that at some point in history,
someone decided to call it that and
create a border.

“We’re just lucky to be born into a
society of wealth and privilege.

“I concentrate on global politics
because, for me, it’s the most impor-
tant and if we don’t address things
as a planet, then there might not be
a planet left to take control of.

“We really have to confront the
problems we’re facing as a planet,
before we address what’s going on at
home.

“We’re too selfish in that sense.”
But he’s careful not to come over

as being on a soapbox. Mattie, 25,
explained: “I try to do things with a
sense of humour.

“You can’t batter people over the
head with heavy information too
much or it turns them off.

“People might hear a song with
catchy melodies, but when they see
my interviews or look at the lyrics
then they might find a new meaning
and see things from a different point
of view they haven’t considered.

“If I just wrote about love, all peo-
ple would ask me is how much of a
b**** my ex-girlfriend is.”

‘We’re trying to be patient
and not peak too soon’

The lads bucked the record deal
trend. They weren’t plucked from
nowhere and rushed into the studio.

Mattie, from Sunderland, said: “We
did everything in a backwards way.

“We made our album before we
put anything online.

“In a way that mystique is what
ended up getting us signed.

“Once labels heard it as it was
passed around, it just blew up.

“Day by day you see it, for a mod-
ern-day band that’s by social media.
In terms of an industry perspective,

it’s the only solid information we
have now because no one buys
records.

“You used to measure it on how
many singles you’d sold. Now it’s
how many plays you’re getting on
YouTube or listens on your Spotify.

“More and more are starting to
hear about us.”

Their European Tour hits Glas-
gow’s King Tut’s on April 27, and
they’re also on the bill for T In The
Park this summer.

Their live schedule is all struc-
tured to building up the hype before
they put out their album, which is
ready to go.

Mattie added: “We don’t want to
release it until we’ve built a fanbase.
We’re tying to be patient and not
peak too soon.

“Whether it’s a summer EP or
another single, we’re figuring it out.

“We’ll release the album when it
has the best possible chance of
succeeding.

“We’re ambitious — we want a No1
album because that means we can
move forward and have a bigger
voice. And the bigger we get, the
bigger that voice will become.”
l For more information, check out
wearevant.com

THE sequel to the darkly
comic post-apocalypse
adventures of Barricade plun-
ges us even deeper into its
strangely addictive world.

Across the strange cult-filled
wasteland that Britain has
become, artificial man Kentis-
bec goes on a journey of self-
discovery that also colours in
the world of the first book.

The action is tense, the vio-
lence gruesome but compel-
ling and the science fiction
engaging. In
other words,
it’s every bit
as good as its
predecessor.

Look out
for the finale,
Rig, in June.
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IT has pages, a back and a
front but it’s not a book – then
what is it?
A computer, a piano, a
fridge full of food or perhaps
a monster. If you use your
imagination a book can be
anything, and this one is.
The author is a French
graphic designer who works
in illustration, photography,
books and posters. He’s
used his skills to create a
bright, innovative board
book that will
get children
thinking.
It is perfect
for develop-
ing kids’
imaginations
and cultivat-
ing a lifelong
love of read-
ing. HHHH

ARE you always tired, sensitive
to certain foods or experienc-
ing brain fog? You could suffer
from leaky gut or “increased
intestinal permeability”.

The condition is caused
when the immune system can’t
cope with the constant toxins
and breaks down, allowing tox-
ins, microbes and undigested
food particles to leak directly
into the bloodstream.

And the solution? Dr Axe,
suggests you stop using anti-
bacterial
products and,
well, eat dirt.

Insightful
and interest-
ing, if you’re
often out of
sorts it might
be worth a
read.
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STEEPLE
JonWallace, £8.99

THIS IS NOT A BOOK
Jean Jullien, £6.95

EAT DIRT
Dr Josh Axe, £14.99

WHILE never hitting the emo-
tional high notes of Life of Pi,
Martel still writes with plenty
of charm in this triptych of
stories on love and loss.
And here, too, an animal
steals the show.
This time it’s Odo, a chimp
who accompanies a grieving
Canadian senator when he
relocates to his ancestral
home in northern Portugal.
Apes also feature in the
other tales –
set in 1904
and 35 years
later – which
overlap in
ways that are
clever but
unspectacu-
lar. HHH

DANIEL
POUNTNEY

HIGH MOUNTAINS
OF PORTUGAL
YannMartel, £16.99


